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what we do ...

in 2012-13 ...

The IOAS has an overall aim of
improving the life of our planet and its
people through developing the
market for products from organic and
sustainable agriculture. We do this by
monitoring the integrity of
organisations providing inspection
and certification services for such
products. We conduct assessments
and provide continuous surveillance
of certification bodies that work all
over the world with the objective of
helping producers work on a level
playing field and to provide
confidence to consumers at the point
of purchase.

Australia - nitrogen fixation by legumes remains a cornerstone of organic and sustainable farming in general.

we developed core values that define
our field and rationale for work
we supervised nearly 60 certification
bodies around the world
we worked with 10 private and
government schemes
we implemented over 230 days of onsite surveillance
we established a new web site at
www.ioas.org
we changed our name to IOAS Inc.

BOARD

ACCREDITATION COMMITTEES
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The IOAS is a non-profit organisation
registered in the USA but with a truly
international staff and agenda.
Established by the International
Federation of Organic Agriculture
Movements (IFOAM) in 1997, we are a
completely independent body that is
influenced only by our commitment to
the growth of organic and sustainable
agriculture by building trust and
integrity. The organisation is overseen by
an international Board of Directors and
technical decisions are made by similarly
diverse but quite separate committees
made up of individuals chosen for their
expertise. The staff work with a virtual
and paperless office system with bases in
Argentina, Brazil, Germany, Spain,
United Kingdom and the USA.
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Argentina - organic suckler herd seeks shade.
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our core values ...
During 2012 all IOAS personnel contributed to a process to define core values for the IOAS. These values are an
expression of who we are and why we do what we do. The full text and rationale is on our web site at www.ioas.org

PEOPLE

PLANET

The IOAS believes in:
QUALITY

an ethical and influential contribution to the well-being of
People and our Planet.
Quality
INTEGRITY

Integrity
Innovation

INNOVATION

Respect for people

From August 1, 2012 implementing rules in Europe applied to organic wine processing.

RESPECT

our partners ...
In 2012-13 the IOAS strengthened existing
relationships with scheme owners and
developed new ones. The IOAS’ unique
skill set, experience and mission continues
to persuade scheme owners that
international accreditation is the logical
choice.
American National
Standards Institute
The IOAS signed a contract with ANSI in 2011
which regulates collaboration on the provision of
assessment services for various food safety
schemes including GlobalGAP. www.ansi.org

Canada Organic Office (COO)

The IOAS signed a contract with the Canada
Organic Office in 2009 through which the COO
recognises the IOAS as a competent Conformity
Verification Body to assess certification bodies in
any part of the world conducting product
certification under the Organic Products
Regulations. www.inspection.gc.ca/food/organicproducts/eng/1300139461200/1300140373901

Brazil - SAN-Rainforest Alliance coffee harvest.

COSMOS Standard AISBL
The IOAS is the main cooperating accreditation
body for the COSMOS scheme which regulates
the production and marketing of organic and
natural cosmetics. www.cosmos-standard.org

Global Organic Textiles Standard

In 2009 GOTs signed an agreement with the
IOAS as their main cooperating partner to
accredit and supervise certification bodies that
inspect and certify operations in line with the
Global Organic Textiles Standard. www.globalstandard.org

International Federation of
Organic Agriculture Movements
The IOAS now operates two schemes with
IFOAM; IFOAM accreditation and the IFOAM
Global Organic System Accreditation. Together
the two schemes cover 32 bodies providing
service worldwide. www.ifoam.org

NATRUE AISBL
IOAS worked with NATRUE to assist in the
development of their scheme covering organic
and natural cosmetics. The scheme was launched
September 2013. www.natrue.org

Sustainable Agriculture Network
& Rainforest Alliance
The Sustainable Agriculture Network and
Rainforest Alliance signed a joint contract with
the IOAS in 2012 to operate the SAN/RA
accreditation of certification bodies overseeing
implementation of the SAN standards and use of
the Rainforest Alliance logo on products.
www.sanstandards.org & www.ra.org

Textile Exchange

The IOAS has worked with Textile Exchange
since 2010 and during 2012-13 has cooperated on
the implementation of their new Content Claim
Standard launched in 2012 which already
applies to organic textiles but will start to apply
to 'recycled content claims' during 2013.
www.textileexchange.org

Other services
The IOAS also performs assessment of certification bodies for equivalence to the organic regulation (EC)
834/2007 of the European Union and accreditation against ISO Guide 17065 for an increasing range of scopes
related to the IOAS mission including animal welfare, personal care products, natural cleaning products, fair
trade and social justice.

our clients ...

*

Applicant

Applicant

India

Applicant

Chile

Applicant

Turkey

Applicant

* as at June 30, 2013
for full and up to date details of scope see www.ioas.org

Macedonia - Where are we now? 2012-13 brought continued debate in many countries on the nature and intensity of control measures.

about our clients ...
Chart 1

Chart 2

Location of headquarters of IOAS clients.

Chart 3

Number of CBs registered with multiple schemes
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The IOAS supervises nearly 60 certification bodies with a wide range of characteristics; structure (non-profit, for-profit, government),
size (from 2-3 staff to over 100) and whether working in a domestically regulated environment or not. Geographical spread (chart 1)
continues to increase with the ‘south’ overtaking the ‘north’ showing the importance of the IOAS’ role in developing countries. The
majority of CBs are engaged in more than one scheme (chart 2) and addition of schemes and scopes of activity are an increasing trend.
The relative size of schemes operated by the IOAS (chart 3) is changing as new schemes (GOTS, TE and SAN/RA) are taken up and as
country to country equivalence agreements in the organic sector are signed.

Mexico - organic agave for Tequila. The range of organic products increases year on year.
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supervision ...

Our work as an assessor and accreditation
body demands that we comply with ISO
Guide 17011, the international guideline for
accreditation. As well as our own internal
monitoring to ensure compliance, we are also
supervised by the Canadian government
(CFIA) and by the National Institute of
Standards & Technology (NIST).
During 2012-13 NIST performed their
scheduled biennial reassessment and a
witness audit in the USA and the CFIA
conducted a surveillance audit in the United
Kingdom and witnessed two of our assessors
at an assessment in New Zealand.

The IOAS is one of four Conformity Verification
Bodies that have been designated by the Canadian
Food Inspection Agency to assess, recommend and
monitor certification bodies under the Organic
Products Regulations of Canada. We are the major
provider of this service outside of Canada and
therefore play an important role with regard to
imports. We currently work with 24 CBs around the
world, including one in Canada.

The National Voluntary Conformity Assessment
Systems Evaluation Program of NIST was established
to assess US organisations’ conformance with
established criteria so as to demonstrate their
competence to foreign authorities. NIST assessed
IOAS’ IFOAM and ISO Guide 65 programmes against
ISO Guide 17011 and first recognised us as compliant in
2004 and has conducted continuous surveillance and
reassessment since then. Surveillance is performed
through on-site and remote office checks, witness
audits at the premises of our clients and through
teleconferences.

Soybean husk - GMOs remain a threat to organic production and is a continuing challenge for inspection.

assessment & surveillance ...
Chart 4: Days of on-site assessment and surveillance activity during 2012
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The IOAS works on a 4 year cycle of assessment and
surveillance and performed 52 on-site visits in 2012 relative to
all schemes. In total IOAS assessors spent 235 days at CB and
CB client sites in 2012, an increase from 168 in 2011. A typical
on-site visit for an initial assessment had a duration of 6.5
person days. 8 visits to critical locations and client sites outside
of the CB’s home territory took place in Canada, China, Italy,
Kenya, Mexico, Moldova and Uruguay.

Chart 5: Nature of assessments performed during on-site visits.
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The IOAS works with its own sampling policy to determine the
number and nature of record checks, interviews and CB client
visits that are required at any on-site visit. Scheme owners may
also have their own specific requirements that must be
observed. We performed over 100 CB client visits in 2012, the
majority of these as witness audits in which the IOAS assessor
observes the CB inspector in action. The other key task is review
of operator files. Files may be chosen randomly, selected based
on geography, nature of the client or as a result of interest raised
through complaints, previous sanctions or being of a high risk.
Specific focus is applied to ‘problem’ cases to investigate how
the CB has handled them.

Turkey - more intelligent risk based inspection and sampling is becoming well established.

performance ...
Chart 6: Development of IOAS involvement with schemes since 2000.
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Chart 7: Lowering cost of accreditation over ten years.
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Up until 2003 the IOAS only worked with IFOAM organic
norms although we had also been providing equivalence
reports to EU Member States since 1998. Since then the chart
demonstrates our increasing diversification into other organic
schemes and more recently into sustainable agriculture under
the SAN/RA scheme. Work linked with country regulations vs
private schemes is currently evenly split. The growth of
product certification under ISO Guide 65/17065 for other
private schemes has been another feature of recent years.
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Accreditation is a demanding and detailed process requiring
considerable expertise and as a result can be expensive.
However, as a non-profit organisation the IOAS has always
been committed to performing our work with integrity but at
the lowest possible cost to CBs. Through considerable
investment in IT and working with an increasing range of
scheme owners, the chart shows that we have reduced the cost
per accreditation to almost one third of the cost ten years ago to
around 5000 US$ per annum.

Australia - inspector competence is a key element to provide consumer trust

complaints, appeals, sanctions ...
Complaints, false claims and appeals
Complaint cases in 2012: 5
It is an important part of an impartial and transparent system of
conformity assessment that an organisation like the IOAS is open to
receive and deal with enquiries, complaints, possible misuse of
accreditation and appeals. Information on possible
misrepresentation, inappropriate practices or even fraud may come
from government authorities, traders, producers, certifiers or other
interest groups and the subject of these enquiries may well be
producers, certifiers or the IOAS itself.
Similarly, CBs must be given the chance to appeal against decisions
made by the IOAS and that these cases be handled with fairness. All
such cases may provide important information on overall
performance of the conformity system and IOAS analyses the
information for any trends and opportunities for improvement.

Five complaint cases were raised in 2012; 4 cases related to products
under the Canada Organic Regime and one case related to generic
practice by a certification body. The latter case was taken ultimately
for input from the Technical Committee of the International
Accreditation Forum. There were no complaints against the IOAS.

False or erroneous claim cases in 2012: 6
Six cases of inappropriate claims were investigated and resolved;
two related to manufacturers, one case to a trading web site and two
to certification bodies.

Sanctions
To provide confidence to the ‘market’ any conformity assessment
system must have the power to require correction of procedures or
practices that do not comply with the claimed standard. The IOAS
manages enforcement by having clear contractual powers and
linked policies and procedures that give us a range of tools to apply
to CBs to ensure their continued compliance.
Mistakes happen as they always will from time to time, but it is the
system design, staff competence and underlying approach that are
the main focus of our attention.
Social welfare and labour conditions are important aspects of the SAN standards.

Appeals in 2012: 0

Sanctions in 2012: 6
Six certification bodies were sanctioned by the IOAS in 2012. Two
fines were imposed for failure to implement agreed corrective
actions and there were four cases of intent to suspend, all of which
were lifted before coming into effect as a result of immediate actions
by the CBs.

training ...

participant comments
‘I liked the pace - plenty of time for some excellent discussion’
‘I think you could open the course to CBs working in other
fields - there are many out there that would benefit’
‘The course was well organised and the divisions into short
lectures and activities worked very well’
‘I especially appreciated the risk assessment section and the
diversity of participants’

IOAS has been providing training on conformity assessment in the
organic sector since 2005. Some courses have been provided as a
result of requests from government authorities or accreditation
bodies and others have been open courses mainly aimed at senior
staff of certification bodies.
In 2012 the US certifier QAI hosted the 3-day event in November at
their Ann Arbor offices. 14 participants attended from nine
certification organisations and one government authority.

The IOAS worked with other accreditation bodies during 2012 to develop a standardised approach to assessment.

numbers ...
Chart 8: Breakdown of income, 2012

In 2012 IOAS income showed an increase over 2011 of nearly
8% to US$940,000 and an increase of net assets of US$47,000.
Income sources remained constant apart from that from
‘projects’ (work not directly linked to accreditation and
assessment) which was halved. Budgeted income for 2013 is
predicted to be a slight increase on the 2012 figure but is not
expected to reach $1m.
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Chart 9: Breakdown of expenses, 2012
The IOAS runs a very lean organisation in terms of assets
which shows in that cost of personnel dominates the expense
chart. Our virtual office approach is reflected in the small
office cost figure of $26,000 for the whole organisation. Better
remote meeting technology meant that we have managed to
keep meeting costs in 2012 at the figure of 2004. On the other
hand, legal and insurance costs have doubled in that same
period as have investment in quality improvement which
covers both personnel training and external supervision.
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Supervision of CB activity on organic aquaculture and sustainable wild catch fish are increasing areas of activity for the IOAS.

find us ...
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ND 58601
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www.ioas.org
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